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Data 
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Acceptance date: 2022-07-01 

 

Name: Észak Üvért Üvegáru Wholesale Limited Liability Company 

Headquarters: 3527 Miskolc, Zsigmondy Vilmos street 9 

Correspondence title, complaint handling: 3527 Miskolc, Zsigmondy Vilmos street 9 

Email: eszakuvertkft@gmail.com 

Telephone number: +3646321181  

Website: http://www.euroglassmarket.com 

Hosting provider 

Name: UNAS Online Ltd. 

Correspondence title: 9400 Sopron, Kőszegi beat 14. 

E-mail title: unas@unas.hu 

Telephone number: 
 

THE webshop operation during finished data management description 

THE present document the webshop with its operation in connection all relevant data management information contain the 

European Union General Data Protection Regulation No. 2016/679 (hereinafter: Regulation, GDPR) and the 2011 CXII. TV. (the 

hereinafter: Infotv.) Based on. 

 
 

THE cookies using related information 

What are cookies? 

 
The Data controller the website his visit during so called cookies (cookies) use. THE cookies from letter and from numbers 

stationary information package, what our website the you your browser send away with that the with the aim of that save it 

certain settings, make it easier the our website use and contributes in that that some relevant, statistical in nature information 

let's collect the about our visitors. 

Some cookies do not contain personal information and are not suitable for individual users for identification, but some of them 

contain an individual identifier - a secret, randomly generated number sequence - which your device stores, thereby also 

ensuring your identification. The individual cookies are operational duration the some cookies (cookies) concerning description 

included. 

THE cookies legal background and its legal basis: 

The data handling legal basis the Ordinance 6. article (1) paragraph the) point Based on the you contribution. 

THE website by used cookies main features: 

Session cookie: These cookies store the location of the visitor, the language of the browser, the currency of the payment, their 

lifespan the browser closing, obsession maximum 2 hour. 

Age restricted content cookie: These the cookies the age restricted content approval fact and that are recorded that the  

affected 18 year upper, their lifespan the browser until closing lasts 

Referee cookies: That are recorded that the visitor what kind of external from the side arrived the to the side. Their lifespan the browser 
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until closing lasts 

For the last time viewed product cookie: Records the products, which for the last time viewed the visitor. Their lifespan 60 Sun. 

For the last time viewed category cookies: It records the for the last time viewed category. Lifespan 60 Sun. 

Recommended products cookie: It is "I recommend to my friend" function the recommend required products list records. 

Lifespan 60 days. 

Mobile version, design cookie: Detects the device used by the visitor and switches to full view on mobile. Its lifespan is 365 

Sun. 

Cookies acceptance cookie: It is to the side upon arrival the warning in a window accept the cookies storage solo statement. 

Lifespan 365 Sun. 

Basket cookies: THE to cart placed products records. Lifespan 365 Sun. 

Intelligent offer cookie: Smart offers display conditions records (e.g. was it already the page the visitor, is there order). 

Lifespan 30 Sun. 

Exit #2 cookies: THE #2 option according to 90 Sun after exits the system the visitor. Lifespan 90 Sun. 

Back end identifier cookie: It is page server backend server identifier. Lifespan the browser until closing lasts 

Google AdWords cookie When someone will visit the our page, the visitor cookie ID is added the for a remarketing list. 

Google uses cookies, such as NID and SID cookies, in Google products, so for example the Google In search visible 

advertisements to customize. The such cookies for example to that use, that note it the you last searches, the some advertisers with 

your ads obsession the search with results it's real earlier interactions, furthermore the advertisers on your websites deed visits. 

The AdWords conversion tracking function cookies use. THE from an ad resulting sales and other conversions to follow 

cookies went the user to your computer, when the given person one for advertisement click. THE cookies some frequent 

application way: the advertisements selection of that Based on, that we the relevant the given user in case of, the 

campaigns performance solo reports perfecting, and the user by already viewed advertisements display avoidance. 

Google Analytics cookie: A Google Analytics the Google analyst tool, which in that help the websites and applications its 

owners, that more precise picture get their visitors about his activities. THE service cookies cat you can use that information 

collect and report make the website for use concerning statistical From data without that, that individually would identify the 

visitors the Google for. THE Google Analytics by used main cookie a "    ga" cookies. THE website usage statistical From data 

in the making reports next to the Google Analytics – the in the former explained some advertising with cookies together – can 

be used to that also that more relevant advertisements let's show it yes the in Google products (for example the Google Looking 

for) and all over the on the Internet. 

Remarketing cookies: Other on the Google Display Network for previous visitors or users on websites it's real browsing, 

respectively with its products obsession with its services related expressions when searching may appear yes 

THE for operation strictly required cookies: These the cookies the website for use are essential and possible they do the 

website basic of its functions use. These in its absence the side numerous function no will be available the you for. On this type 

cookies lifetime exclusively the session on time is limited. 

THE users experience repair serving cookies: These the cookies information they collect the user about website use, for 

example, that deep pages is visiting most often, obsession what kind of error message gets the from website. These the 

cookies no they collect the visitor identifier information, that is completely general, anonymous with information they work. The 

of these won data the website performance to repair we use it. On this type cookies lifetime exclusively the session on time is 

limited. 

Session cookie: These cookies store the location of the visitor, the language of the browser, the currency of the payment, their 

lifespan the browser closing, obsession maximum 2 hour. 

Age restricted content cookie: These the cookies the age restricted content approval fact and that are recorded that the 

affected 18 year upper, their lifespan the browser until closing lasts 
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Referee cookies: That are recorded that the visitor what kind of external from the side arrived the to the side. Their lifespan the 

browser until closing lasts 

For the last time viewed product cookie: Records the products, which for the last time viewed the visitor. Their lifespan 60 Sun. 

For the last time viewed category cookies: It records the for the last time viewed category. Lifespan 60 Sun. 

Recommended products cookie: It is "I recommend to my friend" function the recommend required products list records. 

Lifespan 60 days. 

Mobile version, design cookie: Detects the device used by the visitor and switches to full view on mobile. Its lifespan is 365 

Sun. 

Cookies acceptance cookie: It is to the side upon arrival the warning in a window accept the cookies storage solo statement. 

Lifespan 365 Sun. 

Basket cookies: THE to cart placed products records. Lifespan 365 Sun. 

Intelligent offer cookie: Smart offers display conditions records (e.g. was it already the page the visitor, is there order). 

Lifespan 30 Sun. 

Exit #2 cookies: THE #2 option according to 90 Sun after exits the system the visitor. Lifespan 90 Sun. 

Back end identifier cookie: It is page server backend server identifier. Lifespan the browser until closing lasts 

employee_login_last_email At check-in the email address store it the browser until closing. 

come_from Admission redirection finishes Lifespan 10 minute. 

prediction User identifier cookies per person tailored advertisements for recommendation. Lifespan 3 month. 

currency THE customer currency store it. Lifespan 30 Sun. 

Facebook pixels (Facebook cookie) A Facebook pixel it's like that mist, of which the with the help of the website report 

prepare the about conversions, target audiences can be adjusted together, and the side owner detailed analytical data gets the 

visitors website about its use. THE Facebook pixels with the help of the website visitors per person tailored offers, 

advertisements can display yes the Facebook on its surface. THE Facebook data management regulations here you can study: 

https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation 

Barion Pixel cookies Barion Payment Zrt. prevents fraud when using the Barion payment solution uses cookies (these are 

ba_vid, ba_vid.xxx, and ba_sid cookies), which also collect personal data (profile) manages. In the case of Barion payment, this Seller 

can only ensure the payment by using these cookies, they can be turned off he doesn't know. The purpose of the ba_vid cookie 

based on the Barion Cookie information sheet: to filter out bank card fraud by the Customer based on the device's digital 

fingerprint and browsing habits. Cookies are used by fraudsters for recognition required. THE cookies that ensure, that the 

browsing from habits from about data we know, that they come from one user. The purpose of the ba_vid.xxx cookie, based on 

the Barion Cookie information: bank card scams filtering out the Customer by used device digital fingerprint and the browsing 

habits Based on. THE cookie ensures that Barion Zrt. can track browsing habits between two sessions website. This data is 

collected by: ba_vid, user-related ID from browser properties compiled hash, based on the time stamp of the first, current and last 

visit to the given website, the current one session ID, permission for third-party cookies. The purpose of the ba_sid cookie is the 

Barion Cookie information based on: bank card fraud is filtered out using the digital fingerprint of the device used by the Customer 

and browsing based on your habits. The cookie ensures that you can identify the session on the Barion Zrt. websites across. The 

storage time of the ba_vid and ba_vid.xxx cookies is 1.5 years from the last update, the ba_sid cookie storage it's time 30 

minute. The data the Baryon Ltd. store it. THE Baryon Cookies information sheet here is available off: 

https://www.barion.com/hu/suti-tajekozzatato/ 

If you do not accept the use of cookies, certain functions will not be available to you for. THE cookies deletion more extensive 

information the below on links you can find: 
 

Internet Explorer: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/internet-explorer/delete-manage-cookies#ie=ie-11 Firefox: 

https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/cookies-information-websites-store-on-your-computer 
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Mozilla: https://support.mozilla. org/hu/kb/weboldalak-altal-elezettett-sutik-torlese-szamito Safari: 

https://support.apple.com/guide/safari/manage-cookies-and-website-data-sfri11471/mac Chrome: 

https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647 

Edge: https://support.microsoft.com/hu-hu/help/4027947/microsoft-edge-delete-cookies 

 

THE conclusion of contract and fulfillment in order to handled data 

THE conclusion of contract and fulfillment in order to more data management case too can be realized. We inform you, that 

complaint handling, warranty with administration related data handling just in that the case is realized and if you live one of 

them mentioned with his right. 

If you do not make a purchase through the webshop, you are only a visitor to the webshop, then it is for marketing purposes in 

data management they wrote may apply to you if marketing purpose contribution gives for us. 

THE conclusion of contract and fulfillment in order to realizable data management in more detail: 
 

Contact 

If, for example, you contact us with a question about a product by email, contact form, or phone in connection. The preliminary 

contact no obligatory, this omitted too anytime you can order the from the webshop. 

Handled data 

The you by the contact during specified data. 

The data handling duration 

The data just the contact until it is closed we handle it. 

Data management legal basis 

Your voluntary consent, which you give to the Data Controller by contacting us. [Regulation Article 6 (1) paragraph the) point 

according to data handling] 
 

Registration the website 

THE registration during specified data storage the Data controller more comfortable service can to assure (e.g. the affected your 

data newer when purchasing no must again to enter). THE registration the for concluding a contract no requirement 

Handled data 

During data management, the Data Controller collects your name, address, telephone number, e-mail address, the purchased 

product characteristics and the buying manages the date. 

The data handling duration 

THE his contribution until its withdrawal. 

Data management legal basis 

The you voluntary consent, what the with registration gives yes the Data controller for [Regulation 6. article (1) paragraph 

the) point according to data handling] 
 

THE order processing 

THE orders processing during the contract fulfillment in order to are necessary data management activities. 

Handled data 

The data handling during the Data controller the you name, your address, your phone number, e-mail address, the purchased 

product characteristics, the order number and the buying date handles. 

If you order given juice the in the webshop, then the data handling and the data entering the contract 
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to fulfill is essential. 

The data handling duration 

The data the civil yogi statute of limitations time according to 5 for a year we handle it. 

Data management legal basis 

THE contract fulfillment. [Regulation 6. article (1) paragraph b) point according to data handling] 
 

THE invoice exhibition 

The data management process is the issuance of invoices in accordance with the law and the storage of accounting documents 

obligation fulfillment in order to is happening. The St. 169. § (1)-(2) paragraph Based on the economic for companies the 

accounting settlement directly and indirectly supporting accounting receipt yes must to guard. 

Handled data 

Name, title, e-mail title, telephone number. 

The data handling duration 

THE exhibited invoices the St. 169. § (2) paragraph Based on the invoice exhibition it mattered 8 for a year yes must to guard. 

Data management legal basis 

The general traffic tax solo 2007 yearly CXXVII 159. § (1) paragraph Based on the invoice emission obligatory and it must be 

kept for 8 years based on Section 169 (2) of Act C of 2000 on accounting [Regulation Article 6 (1) paragraph c) point 

according to data handling]. 
 

The for goods delivery connecting data handling 

The data management process the ordered product delivery in order to is happening. 

Handled data 

Name, title, e-mail title, telephone number. 

The data handling duration 

The Data controller the data the ordered goods delivery until its duration handles. 

Data management legal basis 

Contract fulfillment [Regulation 6. article (1) paragraph b) point according to data handling]. 

The for goods delivery connecting data management recipients, data processors 

THE addressee designation: SPRINTER Courier service Limited It's his responsibility Company 

THE addressee headquarter: 1097 Budapest, Board street 39. 

THE addressee phone number: +36 1/803-

6300 Recipient's e-mail address: 

info@sprinter.hu THE addressee website: 

www.sprinter.hu 

The courier service contributes to the delivery of the ordered goods based on the contract concluded with the Data Controller. 

THE courier service the got it personal data the on his website available data management information sheet they are busy 

according to handles. 

 
 

Warranty and guarantee needs his treatment 

THE warranty and warranty needs the 19/2014. (ARC. 29.) NGM decree rules according to must to act which 
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define that also that how must the demand to handle. 

Handled data 

 
THE warranty and warranty needs when handling the 19/2014. (ARC. 29.) NGM decree rules according to must to proceed. 

On the basis of the decree, we are obliged to provide a record of the warranty or guarantee claim reported to us to pick up in 

which we record: 

 

a) the you name, address, as well as statement about that contributes the in minutes recorded of your data the in the decree are 

defined for treatment according to 

b) the you and between us was created contract in the framework of sold movable thing name, purchase price, 

c) the contract of its fulfillment date, 

d) the fault notification date, 

e) the fault description, 

f) warranty obsession warranty demand Based on the you by to validate required right furthermore 

g) the warranty obsession warranty demand arrangement way obsession the demand, respectively the the Based on to validate 

required law rejection reason. 

 

If we receive the purchased product from you, we must issue a receipt for this, on which the to demonstrate 

 

a) the you name and address, 

b) the thing for identification required data, 

c) the thing acceptance date, furthermore 

d) that the date, when you the corrected thing you can take over. 

The data handling duration 

The company recorded a record of the consumer's warranty or guarantee claim from the date of its recording three for a year obliged 

keep, and that the controller authorities at your request to present. 

Data management legal basis 

The legal basis for data management is 19/2014. (IV. 29.) NGM decree [4. § (1) and § 6 (1)] legal obligations it's real adequacy 

[Regulation 6. article (1) paragraph c) point according to data handling]. 
 

Handling of other consumer protection complaints 

The data management process takes place in order to handle consumer protection complaints. If you have a complaint turned to 

us then the data handling and the data entering is essential. 

Handled data 

Buyer name, phone number, e-mail it's title, complaint content. 

The data handling duration 

THE warranty complaints the on consumer protection solo law Based on 5 for a year let's keep it yes. 

Data management legal basis 

Whether you file a complaint with us is your voluntary decision, however, if you file a complaint with us, it is about consumer 

protection solo 1997 yearly CLV. law 17/A. § (7) paragraph Based on 5 for a year obliged we are the complaint keep 

[Regulation 6. article (1) paragraph c) point data management according to]. 
 

THE contribution with its verifiability in connection handled data 

During registration, ordering, and subscribing to the newsletter, the IT system stores the consent related IT data the later provability 

in order to 
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Handled data 

THE contribution Time and the affected IP it's title. 

The data handling duration 

THE statutory regulations because of the contribution later prove must to know, therefore the data storage duration the data 

handling termination follower statute of limitations for a while costs for storage. 

Data management legal basis 

THE Ordinance 7. article (1) paragraph writes live this the obligation. [Regulation 6. article (1) paragraph c) point 

according to data handling] 
 

Marketing purpose data management 

THE by sending a newsletter related data handling 

The data management process the newsletters send out in order to is happening. 

Handled data 

Name, title, e-mail title, telephone number. 

The data handling duration 

The affected his contribution until its withdrawal. 

Data management legal basis 

Your voluntary consent, which you give to the Data Controller by subscribing to the newsletter [Regulation 6. article (1) 

paragraph the) point data management according to] 
 

THE per person tailored advertisements sending and by displaying related data 

handling 

The data management process the affected of interest circle appropriate content advertising content sending out in order to 

happening.. 

Handled data 

Name, title, e-mail title, telephone number. 

The data handling duration 

THE his contribution until its withdrawal. 

Data management legal basis 

The you voluntary, separately consent, what the data collection during gives yes the Data controller for [Regulation 6. article (1) 

paragraph the) point according to data handling] 
 

Remarketing 

The data handling as remarketing activity cookies with the help of is realized yes. 

Handled data 

THE cookies information sheet defined cookies by handled data. 

The data handling duration 

The given cookies data storage duration, more extensive information available here: 

Google's general cookie information: https://www.google.com/policies/technologies/types/ 
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Google Analytics information: 

https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/cookie-usage?hl=en 

Facebook information: https://www.facebook.com/ads/preferences/?entry_product=ad_settings_screen 

Data management legal basis 

The you voluntary consent, what the website using gives yes the Data controller for [Regulation 6. article (1) paragraph the) 

point according to data handling]. 
 

Prize draw 

The data management process the prize draw conduct in order to is happening. 

Handled data 

Name, e-mail title, telephone number. 

The data handling duration 

The data the prize draw closure following to delete they cost except the winner data, which the about accounting solo law Based 

on for 8 years obliged the Data controller keep. 

Data management legal basis 

The you voluntary consent, what the website using gives yes the Data controller for. [Regulation 6. article (1) paragraph the) 

point according to data handling] 
 

Further data management 

If the Data controller further data management wishes finish, then preliminary information offer the data handling essential about 

his circumstances (data handling statutory background and legal basis, the data handling its goal, the handled data circle, the data 

handling duration). 
 

THE personal data recipients 

THE personal data for storage directed data processing 

The data processor designation: BORING Online Kft. 

The data processor contact details: 

Telephone number: 

E-mail title: unas@unas.hu 

Headquarters: 9400 Sopron, Kőszegi beat 14. 

Website: unas.hu 

The Data processor the With data manager bound contract Based on the personal data storage performs. THE personal data to 

get to know no is eligible. 
 

By sending a newsletter connected data processors activity 

Newsletter sender system operator company name: UNAS Online Ltd. 

Newsletter sender system operator company headquarter: 9400 Sopron, Kőszegi beat 14. 

Newsletter sender system operator company phone number: Email 

address of the company operating the newsletter system: unas@unas.hu 

A company that operates a newsletter system website: unas.hu 
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The Data processor the With data manager bound contract Based on contributes the newsletters sending out. For this during the 

Data processor the affected name and e-mail address the for newsletters required degree handles. 
 

By sending a newsletter connected data processors activity 

Newsletter sender system operator company name: Mailchimp 

Newsletter sender system operator company headquarter: 

Newsletter sender system operator company phone number: 

Newsletter sender system operator company e-mail it's title: https://mailchimp.com/contact/ 

Newsletter sender system operating company website: https://mailchimp.com/ 

The Data processor the With data manager bound contract Based on contributes the newsletters sending out. For this during the 

Data processor the affected name and e-mail address the for newsletters required extent handles. 
 

With billing related data processing 

The name of data processor: SAP (IFSZ Kft.) 

The data processor headquarter: 4026 Debrecen, Peter's son u. 4. 

The data processor phone number: +36 (52) 503 020 

The data processor e-mail it's title: ifsz@ifsz.hu 

The data processor website: www.ifsz.hu 

The Data processor the With data manager bound contract Based on contributes the accounting receipts in its records. For this 

during the Data processor the affected name and address the accounting for registration required extent, the St. 169. § (2) of 

paragraph appropriate in duration handles, this following deletes it. 
 

CRM system operation related data processing 

The data processor designation: BORING Online Kft. 

The data processor headquarter: 9400 Sopron, Kőszegi beat 14. 

Phone number of the data processor: 

The data processor e-mail it's title: unas@unas.hu 

The data processor website: unas.hu 

The Data Processor participates in the registration of orders based on the contract concluded with the Data Controller. For this 

during the Data processor the affected name, address, your phone number, the orders number and date the civil yogi statute of 

limitations in time handles. 
 

CRM system operation related data processing 

The name of data processor: SAP (IFSZ Kft.) 

The data processor headquarter: 4026 Debrecen, Peter's son u. 4. 

The data processor phone number: +36 (52) 503 020 

The data processor e-mail it's title: ifsz@ifsz.hu 

The data processor website: www.ifsz.hu 

The Data Processor participates in the registration of orders based on the contract concluded with the Data Controller. For this 

during the Data processor the affected name, address, your phone number, the orders number and date the civil yogi statute of 

limitations in time handles. 
 

The online with payment related data handling 
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The data controller designation: Baryon Payment Ltd. 

The data controller headquarter: H-1117, Budapest, Information park promenade 1. 

The data manager phone number: +36 1 464 70 99 

The data controller e-mail it's title: 

The data controller website: www.barion.com 

The payment service provider participates in the execution of the online payment based on the contract concluded with the 

Data Controller, for which data is transferred to the online payment service provider during the purchase process. For this 

during the the online payment service provider the affected invoicing name name and address, the order number and date own 

data management rules according to 

The purpose of the data transmission: for the online payment service provider, related to the purchase, initiated by him 

payment for operation required transactional data provision. 

The legal basis for data transfer: based on Article 6 (1) point b) of the Regulation established between you and the Data 

Controller fulfillment of a contract, which includes payment by the customer, and in the case of online payment, the present is 

used for payment point data transmission according to required 

The data controller name: PayPal Europe 

The data controller headquarter: 22-24 Boulevard Royal, 2449 Luxembourg, Luxembourg 

The data controller phone number: 

The data controller e-mail it's title: impressum@paypal.com 

The data controller website: www.paypal.com 

The payment service provider participates in the execution of the online payment based on the contract concluded with the 

Data Controller, for which data is transferred to the online payment service provider during the purchase process. For this 

during the the online payment service provider the affected invoicing name name and address, the order number and date own 

data management rules according to 

The purpose of the data transmission: for the online payment service provider, related to the purchase, initiated by him 

payment for operation required transactional data provision. 

The legal basis for data transfer: based on Article 6 (1) point b) of the Regulation established between you and the Data 

Controller fulfillment of a contract, which includes payment by the customer, and in the case of online payment, the present is 

used for payment point data transmission according to required 
 

Reliable store program 

THE www.arukereso.hu (Online Comparison Shopping Ltd. 1074 Budapest, Rákóczi beat 70-72., Tax number: 24868291-2-

42, Company registration number: 01-09-186759) Reliable store of its program operation in order to the here by purchases after 

the customer His e-mail address, respectively the by him purchased product designation the for arukereso.hu for transmission 

costs The data transfer its goal: customers feedback request and display. The like this forwarded personal data the Online 

Comparison Shopping Ltd. the www.arukereso.hu Data protection and data management regulations appropriately handles. The 

e in a circle forwarded data data controller the Online Comparison Shopping Ltd it counts as. 
 

The during data management It belongs to you rights 

The data handling during its duration within You the Ordinance regulations according to the below rights belong to and: 
 

the contribution withdrawal yoga 

personal for data and the with data management related for information it's real access for 

correction it's real law 

restriction of data 

management, to delete it's 

real law 
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right to protest for portability it's 

real law. 

 

If you the with his rights to live wishes the the you identification goes together as well as the For data controller with you you 

must communicate. Therefore, personal data will be required for identification purposes (but the identification just it's like that 

on data can be based on which Data controller by the way too manages about you) as well as the Your data management 

complaints in this information sheet will be available in the data manager's email account, a within the period specified in 

relation to complaints. If you were our customer and complaint handling, or warranty administration in order to would like 

himself to identify the for identification please gives yes order your ID too. For this using You, as customer too in we know to 

identify. 

The with data management related complaints at the latest 30 on the sun within he answers yes Data controller. 

THE contribution withdrawal yoga 

You have the right to withdraw your consent to data management at any time, in this case the data provided deleted from our 

systems. However, please note that in the case of an order that has not yet been fulfilled, the withdrawal may result in us not 

being able to deliver to you. In addition, if the purchase already realized the accounting regulations Based on the with invoicing 

related data no we can delete it from our systems, as well as if you owe us a debt, then it is legitimate in connection with the 

collection of the claim interest Based on your data the contribution withdrawal in case of too we can handle it. 

The personal for data it's real access 

you is eligible to that the From data controller feedback get to that regarding that personal of your data his treatment in progress 

is there and if data handling in progress there is is eligible to that: 
 

the handled personal for data access get and 

the following about information the Data controller inform: 

the data handling its objectives; 

the About you handled personal data categories; 

information about the recipients or categories of recipients with whom or with which the personal data the 

Data controller he announced obsession to communicate will; 

the planned period of storage of personal data or, if this is not possible, this period definition its aspects; 

the you on it yoga, that you can apply the From data controller the to you concerning personal data correction, 

deletion or restriction of processing, and in case of data processing based on legitimate interest you can protest 

the so personal data his treatment against; 

the supervisory authority addressee complaint submission yoga; 

if the data no from you collected in, the to their source concerning all available information; 

about the fact of automated decision-making (if such a procedure is used), including profiling, and at least in 

these cases it is understandable for and regarding the applied logic information, that the such data handling 

what kind of significantly, and to you looking at what kind of expected with consequences can handle 

 

The purpose of exercising the right may be aimed at establishing and checking the legality of data processing, therefore 

multiple information look for in case of the Data controller fair reimbursement can count up the information for its fulfillment 

in return. 

THE personal for data it's real access the Data controller business ensure, that the you identification following in email provides 

away to you the handled personal data and the information. If with registration has then the access business we ensure that the 

users to your account entering you know the About you handled personal data watch and to check. 

Please, that in your application mark it and that the personal for data please access, obsession the with data management 

related requests information. 
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For correction real right 

you is eligible to that at your request the Data controller delay without correct it the to you concerning inaccurate personal data. 

Data handling to limit it's real law 

you is eligible to that at your request the Data controller limits the data management, if the the following one of them is fulfilled: 
 

You dispute the accuracy of the personal data, in which case the limitation applies to the period that allows the Data 

Controller to check the accuracy of personal data if the data is accurate immediately can be determined then no costs 

beer the to limit; 
 

the data handling unlawful, but you opposes the data deletion any for a reason (for example because of because the you 

for the data are important due to the enforcement of a legal claim), therefore you do not request the deletion of the data, 

but instead request it those of its use limitation; 

the For data controller already there is none need the personal to data the marked data handling for the purpose of but 

you requires those yogi needs to submit, for validation obsession to protect; obsession 

You objected to the data processing, but the legitimate interest of the Data Controller can also be the basis for the data 

processing until it is determined whether the Data Controller's legitimate reasons take precedence over yours 

legitimate with reasons opposite, that data management to limit must 

 

If the data handling restriction under it's raining the such personal data the storage with the exception of just the affected with 

his consent, or for the presentation, enforcement or defense of legal claims, or other natural or in order to protect the rights of a 

legal entity, or it may be in the important public interest of the Union or a member state handle. 

Data controller on the lifting of restrictions on data management in advance (at least 3 days prior to the lifting of restrictions) 

working day) will inform you. 

To delete - to oblivion it's real law 

you is eligible to that the Data controller unjustified delay without delete it the to you concerning personal data, if the below one 

of the reasons exist: 
 

the personal to data already there is none need from that the for the purpose of from which those the Data controller 

collected obsession other way treated; 

you withdraws your consent and the for data management there is none other its legal basis; 

you protest the legitimate interest based on data handling against, and there is none priority enjoyable it is legal OK (say 

legitimate interest) the for data management, 

the personal data the Data controller illegally handled it and this the complaint Based on finding won 

the personal data the For data controller applicable EU obsession member state in law prescribed yogi obligation to 

fulfill it has to be deleted. 

 

If the Data controller any it is legal cause captured public brought the About you handled personal data, and any above marked 

for a reason delete obliged that the available technology and the implementation costs taking into account is obliged to take the 

steps that can reasonably be expected - including technical measures - in order to inform other data controllers that you have 

made a request for the personal data in question indicator links obsession e personal data copy of respectively its duplicate 

deletion. 

THE deletion no applicable, if the data handling required: 
 

the expression of opinion to his freedom and the for information it's real law practice for the purpose of; 

the personal data treatment prescriptive, the data manager applicable EU obsession member state law according to 
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obligation fulfillment (such case the invoicing in the framework of realizable data handling, since the invoice its 

preservation is required by law), or in the public interest or by a public authority granted to the data controller practice 

in the framework of finished task implementation for the purpose of; 

to present, enforce and defend legal claims (e.g. if the Data Controller to you claim stands up and that yet no fulfilled 

obsession consumer, data management complaint management there is in progress). 

 

To protest it's real law 

You have the right to object to the processing of your personal data at any time for reasons related to your own situation 

interest based on his treatment against. In this the case the Data controller the personal data no can handle next, except, if the 

proves that the data management it's like that compelling strong legitimate reasons justify which priority they enjoy it the you 

with his interests, with his rights and with his freedoms against, obsession which yogi needs to submit, for validation obsession 

for protection are connected. 

 
If personal data is processed for direct business purposes, you have the right to at any time object to the processing of your 

personal data for this purpose, including profiling, if the the direct for business acquisition connects. If you protest the personal 

data direct business acquisition in order to by his treatment against, then the personal data the in the following e purpose no they 

can be handled. 

For portability it's real law 

If the data handling automated way is realized and obsession if the data handling the you voluntary based on your consent, you 

have the right to request from the Data Manager that you provide the Data Manager specified data will get what the Data 

controller xml, JSON, obsession csv format I'm sorry the you at your disposal, if this is technically feasible, you can request that 

the Data Controller transfer the data in this form to another data controller for forward it. 

Automated decision making 

You have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated data management (including profiling) that would 

have a legal effect on you or similarly significantly affect you would affect In these the cases the Data controller obliged 

appropriate measures to do the affected rights, in order to protect his freedoms and legitimate interests, including at least the 

right of the data subject to request human intervention on the part of the data controller, express your position and object to the 

decision in. 

THE above no are applicable in that the in case if the decision: 
 

you and the Data controller between contract binding obsession fulfillment in order to required; 

is made possible by EU or member state law applicable to the Data Controller, which you appropriate measures to 

protect your rights and freedoms, as well as your legitimate interests states; obsession 

the you expressed on his consent is based on. 

 

Privacy to register by login 

The Infotv. its provisions according to the For data controller certain data management in needed mean the data protection to 

register. This the notification obligation 2018 May 25. with his day ceased. 
 

Data security provisions 

The Data controller declares that appropriate safety measures brought of that in order to that the personal data protect it the 

unauthorized access, change, transmission, public yield, deletion obsession 
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destruction, as well as the accidental annihilation and injury, furthermore the employed technique from its change arising 

inaccessible divorce against. 

The Data Controller will do everything within its organizational and technical capabilities to ensure that it is Data processors too 

appropriate data security measures do when the you personal with your data they work. 
 

Legal remedy opportunities 

If, in your opinion, the Data Controller has violated a legal provision regarding data management, or did not fulfill one of its 

requests, in order to terminate the alleged unlawful data processing, the National Privacy and Freedom of information Authorities 

examination procedure can initiate (correspondence title: 1363 Budapest, Pf. 9., e-mail: ugyfelszolgalat@naih.hu, phone 

numbers: +36 (30) 683-5969 +36 (30) 549-6838; +36 (1) 391 1400). 

We will inform you in addition about it also that the for data management concerning legal provisions violation in case of, 

obsession if the Data Controller has not fulfilled one of its requests, then a court may initiate a civil lawsuit against the Data 

Controller before. 
 

Data management information sheet modification 

The Data controller maintains the right that present data management information sheet the data handling its purpose and its 

legal basis no touching modify it. By using the website after the amendment enters into force, you accept the amended data 

management information sheet. 

If the Data Controller performs additional data processing in relation to the collected data for a purpose other than the purpose of  their 

collection wishes finish, the further data management before informs You the data handling about its purpose and the below 

about information: 
 

the personal data storage duration, obsession if this no possible, then the period definition aspects; 

on it about the right that you can apply the From data controller the to you concerning personal for data it's real access, 

their correction, deletion or restriction of processing, and in case of data processing based on legitimate interest you 

can object to the processing of personal data, as well as to consent or a contractual relationship based on data handling 

in case of you can ask the for data portability it's real law insurance; 

on consent based on data handling in case of about that the contribution you anytime can withdraw the 

supervisory authority addressee complaint submission about his right; 

that the provision of personal data is based on legislation or a contractual obligation contract binding is a prerequisite 

as well as that the you is he obliged the personal data to give furthermore that what kind of possible with their 

consequences can walk the data provision failure to do so; 

about the fact of automated decision-making (if such a procedure is used), including profiling, as well as at least in 

these the cases the employed to logic and to that regarding understandable information, that the such data handling what 

kind of significantly, and to you looking at what kind of expected with consequences can handle 

 

The data handling just this following can begin and if the data handling legal basis contribution, the for data management the 

information above to you too must contribute. 
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